
 

1 

I Awaken to This Brevity 
 
I awaken to this brevity of life,  
where nothing happens but the entirety of being,  
where even this awareness is caught in the vice  
of occurring twice,  
 
Twice I breathe, in every breath,  
once for meaning, once for life, 
 
I imagine her coming, not in hoary anticipation,  
the sugary bitter taste of desire, but in the life  
where I live and breathe, where I have no idea  
what’s about to happen and give it her name, 
 
I’m pulled apart by these pulls in life,  
one toward surrender in patient peace,  
the other, toward the pettiest of personal fears,  
like a mother with a child, and we’re the same, 
  
I have the choice to anticipate something good  
or bad, or to be present with my eyes open, 
 
This pulling apart pulls parts from the center,  
that reveals the center more clearly  
than what’s been cleared away.  
 
 
  



 

2 

Desire Comes On Me 
 
Desire comes on me  
like a storm from behind,  
like a bear at my back, and  
gives me too much power  
where I don’t need it,  
 
I look at the curve of her breast,  
and I lose interest in the love we all inhabit,  
that I leave to gather up doubts and fears,  
 
Sestination is the desire  
of the habitually homeless.  
 
 
 
 
  



 

3 

Something of a Third 
 
When one touches  
a brush of color to another color,  
and both colors are wet, something  
of a third takes place. 
  
When we are wet with each other,  
separation is destroyed, when our parts  
lose their designation, we are not as one,  
or one of two, but as something of a third,  
the way Matisse destroyed the canvas with color,  
 
Yet, in the habits of our lives,  
we avoid the thing we barely seek. 
 
 
  



 

4 

 
The Amber Cube of History 
 
What occurs in the memory of feeling,  
is a sense of color and shape in similar scenes,  
an amber cube of history, the spine of a leaf,  
an apartment in summer, a rain wet street,  
the mosquito night, this redundant,  
emotional coloring, 
 
I’m here to see these movies conclude,  
so no more film is made of the past  
that blurs the present, 
 
I love the romance of the pictures that  
populate my mind, and I love the reality  
I see in witnessing their appearance,  
  
I create from the history of myself  
and the unknown of who I am,  
 
There is no true poem  
but what comes unknown, 
 
The pain of the grain of sand 
 is lost in the birth of the pearl. 
 
 
 
  



 

5 

Stuck on an Elevator with Too Much Beauty 
  
A man went to visit his sister, when on the elevator  
came a woman of such beauty, he had to cover his face  
and sink to the floor, saying, no, no, no … too much beauty. 
 
Two women came in The Little Shamrock, late one night,  
when there were half a dozen other patrons, all men,  
 
The two women sat together for half an hour,  
shared a drink and talked in private conversation.  
 
The men, alone and in pairs, adjusted to the  
presence of women, until the two left the bar,  
 
Then, six men let go of their demeanor and slumped  
at their tables and barstools, it had been their responsibility  
to respond to the presence of women, in a bar, late at night,  
until the pressure was gone, 
 
The relief in the room was palpable after the challenge  
had departed, like men relaxing after a traffic accident had  
missed them, after a call to military service had gone to others  
in the draft, after an attraction had been removed from their eyes,  
like a sudden change in the weather, for the better, 
 
Being stuck on an elevator with too much beauty  
has nothing to do with the duties of men, or the fire  
in the blood, or the competition for female elk,  
or the foolish fantasies of lonely drunks, 
 
It has to do with the fear of looking in the face  
of one’s existence, when it might reveal too much  
about who one is, as if one might be looking in  
the face of God, or a mirror without glass.  
 
  



 

6 

The Wind Bends Things 
 
Our coming together occurs in moments  
of utter vulnerability, not in the passion  
of beautiful bodies, 
  
I can hardly bear the sadness of love,  
as I inch toward its surrender, tasting,  
along the way, the entire fruit, the skin  
and pulp and seed and stem and leaf and earth, 
 
The wind bends things, as if it wants them broken,  
then cradles them and caresses them, then bends them,  
as if it wants them broken, until I can see how the wind  
works, bathing everything in its uncaring embrace, 
 
I might wish love were not so indiscriminate as the wind,  
but it comes up in me from somewhere I don’t know,  
it comes down on me from somewhere I don’t know  
and makes me part of everywhere it’s ever been, 
 
This sadness may be how I’m kept from my  
disappearance, in the way everything seems to be,  
unrelenting, uncaring, and perfect in its place. 
 
 
  



 

7 

We Tie Our Wings to the Trees 
 
What you and I have, we have to be together  
to have together, we can know it exists,  
we can see it, we can cherish it, but we  
can’t have it, until we’re together,  
 
Apart, we’re connoisseurs of distant wonders,  
without one step across the jamb, 
 
We speak of the joy that’s avoided by those  
who accept imitations, that keep them distracted  
from the gist, the gut, the gullet, the quick, the depth  
and the height, and yet, on the verge of the thing we  
desire most, we hold back, mocking our monuments, 
 
We anticipate the leap into freedom, and we hesitate  
to make that leap a reality, we hesitate, to dirty our feet  
with heaven, we look back at where we’re from,  
and we tie our wings to the trees. 
  



 

8 

Someone Else’s Words 
 
Three preachers enter, one in his Hawaiian shirt,  
another in a tee shirt and ball cap, the third  
with a pot belly, in a checkered shirt,  
 
They take a table and talk, the same as anyone,  
who gets together with his buddies in the same  
line of work, when their talk might be what could be,  
between any of us, among all of us, the inside out  
of the soul, 
 
I recognize myself in their casual manner, I often revert  
to my own shoptalk, when it could be the leavening  
of our terror, the encouragement of our joy, 
  
Grace is not a way of dress or a chosen profession,  
it is what remains when everything else is taken away, 
 
There is no honor in waiting out this clumsy, naked life,  
no shared pride in being left alone with eternity,  
 
I walk through these roses and thorns, until there is  
nothing left to complain about, nothing left to praise, 
 
The gods of our lives are empty of speech, their words  
are someone elses, I have been invited to this sacred,  
primal humiliation, for longer than I have been alive.  
 
 
 
  



 

9 

In the Glare of Our Astonishment 
 
We love each other in the glare of our astonishment, with  
no respite from the brilliant focus of how we are together, 
 
There’s respite possible in who we might be with each other,  
if we allow ourselves to sit in the shade of our fulfillment,  
 
Instead, we use time apart to buffer the blows of unrelenting  
wonder, afraid love will be exhausted by its constant presence,  
 
We fear too much happiness will ruin us, but our enlightenment  
comes only when we admit we’re no longer un-enlightened,  
 
We make the case for love, yet we fear we won’t survive  
the truth of love, there’s wonder we’re afraid to lose,  
in the brilliant practice of its presence.   
 
  



 

10 

The Leviathan Needs the Wind 
 
When Imaginary Jesus came down from the hills,  
an allusion to the time of his enlightenment,  
he played  dice with the boys and kidded  
with the Marys,  
 
He turned water to wine and wine to water,  
until he was reminded of the commitment 
he had made to the persuasion of his passion,  
 
It was an embarrassing lapse that no one forgot,  
and when he died, almost everyone stayed away, 
 
He had no enduring grasp of the eternal, it had him,  
he entered it the way love entered him, there was  
no escape, his love convinced him of its presence,  
he couldn’t leave it, love was his ground, 
 
He looked at the beauties of the world  
and the heavenly ones, too, and his eyes  
remained in his head, he saw beauty in his  
sight, but beauty had already overtaken him,  
from the inside, Breathe, breathe, he told  
himself, the leviathan needs the wind. 
  



 

11 

Escaping Gravity 
 
In this place where I live, something of the spirit  
pulls me up and out of the profane, as something  
of the familiar pulls me down and into the mundane.  
 
A local band played in the market, the singer sang  
of one he saw on the street, a figure of transformation,  
who lived beyond the life of the town, it was odd to hear  
a local woman described in mythic language, to be caught  
between transfiguration and the gravity of society, 
  
What weighs us down is not cruel or evil, but slowly  
tightening wires on a tree, and the tree doesn’t know  
it’s becoming a decorative grotesquerie, 
 
Home from the land of my keenest awareness, I assumed  
I could live the same here, but I watched as my joy became  
a smile, then a protected glance, then stillness,  
 
There is such gravity in our belonging to each other,  
we risk losing what’s ours to give, gravity’s embrace  
holds me to its bosom, even Icarus came from somewhere.  
 
Icarus’ dream of flight lifted him above his place, but the story  
warns of his fall, the singer ended his song with the sop  
that the sight of his muse was but a passing dream. 
 
 
 
  



 

12 

The Constant Indifference of Wonder 
 
The light glints and glares off cars, like stars  
bright in the daylight, a sun in a silver Mercedes,  
half a dozen stars in a gray Chrysler, the night sky  
in a blue Ford, a Milky Way of reflected light,  
as small galaxies glide by on the arterial,  
shooting stars on the freeway, 
 
The expectation of wonder  
has gone out of my love of the other,  
but wonder itself is the black night sky,  
behind the eyes, not the blur of light,  
 
I bring myself to wonder,  
I am the sun of my expectation.  
 
The sun in the parking lot is the same as the one in the sky,  
the same as the one in my eyes, unmoving, unchanging,  
and the center of my being, it is the light that thrives  
in the constant indifference of wonder. 
 
 
 
  



 

13 

I Wince at Invisible Injuries 
 
I begin to feel the pinch of loneliness,  
when I’m not open to the aloneness that fills me,  
 
Identity suffuses fear, I let go of my hold on the other,  
what feels like loss begins to reclaim this natural abundance, 
 
There’s no familiar language for this contradiction, a man alone,  
in his contentment, may seem self-satisfied, deluded, egotistical,  
 
As with the drunkard’s ingested bliss, we don’t trust every version  
of serenity, we laud its virtue, but discontent is the norm,  
 
The private delight of spirit is reserved for the insane and the saintly,  
the haunting shadow of separation becomes the master of imagination,  
 
I miss the other when missing becomes my thinking, I feel  
attached to what feels torn away, I wince at invisible injuries.  
 
 
 
  



 

14 

Riding the Trees in Morgan Park  
 
On the way to school, we walked through woods,  
with a stream running its length, in the middle of town.  
It was wild to our eyes. You couldn’t see the houses,  
and we rode the trees to the ground, 
 
The stream was banked with saplings as thick as a boy’s grip.  
We’d climb the trees, the weight of our bodies would bend them.  
and we’d ride them to the ground, on the far side of the stream.  
Back and forth we rode, my friend and I, or I did it alone,  
 
A tree might have flung me into space,  
but only if I was strong enough to bend it far enough.  
The science didn’t matter, it was only boys and trees.  
There was no attempt to know or to learn anything,  
 
When Robert Frost stops by woods on a snowy evening,  
does one imagine the old poet in the buggy, or is it the reader,  
or the silence of winter? I am nowhere in my story. Like all readers,  
I walk a wooded path, I climb a silent tree, and ride,  
 
Once in a while, a tree would crack under the weight, it was  
a thrill to risk it, to fall to the bank or stream, the perfect excuse  
to run home and change clothes, and fly out of the house on a  
dead run, with no explanation but childhood, 
 
Early wisdom learned to pick the right tree, that matched its  
resilient resolve to the bravado of the not yet grown, sapling to sapling,  
contestants of strength, riding a whip, conquering a bow with an arrow,  
to reach that bending point. between boy and tree, when the tree gives,  
and the boy falls back to earth, halfway up a willow, held against the sky,  
in the timeless moment, bent to its breaking point.  
  



 

15 

We Drove into Kansas 
 
When I step out in front of myself, I see how far I have come.   
I once barely stood by my side. I often stood apart from myself.  
I think of the father I never saw, who’s now here in the one I am, 
 
My father and I drove into Kansas, one day, when I was a boy, 
He took me with him on a business trip, to a nearly deserted  
prairie town, and he left me alone to wander the streets, 
 
Or I sat in the car, or else I rode beside him, and I saw  
the lonely town, with a few buildings, and standing,  
as if on a hill, in a copse of sturdy elm,  I wanted  
to dive into his body and be his flesh and bone,  
 
I was his passenger, his boy, his son,  
learning the brilliant isolation of the heart, 
 
Now I long for the arms of a man who is long dead,  
a man who was never as alive as I dreamed him,  
except when we played on the living room floor,  
 
He was a beached whale. We three boys crawled over him,  
and when he stood, he let us climb his body like a tree,  
 
We laughed until we cried, these tears are his,  
this heaving chest is his,  this love is his, I wanted  
the arms of a man who loved me, to be my arms,  
  
I climbed up inside the biggest tree I could find  
in a small town, and later, I wanted to buy the town,  
I was sure it was for sale. 
 
  



 

16 

A Whisper in the Cacophony 
 
Trees, barren of leaves, with branches like scratches  
on the gray plate of sky, but looking out from a warm room,  
the delicate lines are soft on a brittle day,  
 
Painters paint spirit in oils, poets speak spirit in words,  
but language is cruel, in its stripping of the leaves,  
and generous when it reveals what remains,  
 
Still, there’s no resolution sharp enough in any  
art form to make anything finally known, 
  
The skyward lines begin to sing,  
the mesh of lines, the still wafting lines, 
 
I stand on the ground, I reach into the sky, I draw  
myself from a tray of color, into the endless gray,  
 
I find spirit in emptiness and the company of others, 
spirit binds the branches, like fresh paint on bare canvas.  
 
In a warm room, the view is still, on a windless day,  
I see the lines breath on barren trees,  
 
In this world of harsh abandonment and smothering abundance,  
a persistent joy leaps the glass and warms the sky, 
 
When I don’t speak of love, I find it where it is,  
when I don’t call another’s name,  
 
I hear the song of love that never leaves me,  
when I let go the fading love of my abandonment. 
 
 
  



 

17 

Sweet Deceit 
 
Desire to love and be loved orchestrates sweet deceit,  
to think well of others, to have others think well of us,  
 
And when we see their deception, acting our own,  
we refuse to condemn our mutual diminishment, 
 
Desire colors the complexion of those I want near, desire  
acts on me like an ownership, as if, in the practice of desire,  
 
Desire would give me property I ought to refuse,  
when I have no right to its deed,  
 
I’m propertied in spirit when I covet no other, and from that  
vantage, I see the compact of social ownership that overvalues  
the fields of my neighbors and undervalues my own essence,  
 
In our mind’s desire, we raise crops that starve the source  
and fail to feed the kind. 
 
 
 
  



 

18 

In the Circle of My Narrowing Eye  
 
Desire gets me to an intoxication  
that ignores the real, and no addiction  
goes away, but it goes the way of all addictions,  
and in its final failure, one sees the way free, 
 
The vision of intoxicating desire leaves  
the periphery unseen, when I might see  
beyond the circle of my narrowing eye,  
greater than the magnification of desire,  
 
What comes into an open lens is not held  
in exaggerated focus, and the object  
of desire reduces to its natural size, 
  
When desire declares its domination,  
what feels like an insult to the other,  
is an even greater insult to sight,  
 
The spirit that turns from obsession  
to acceptance invites rebellion  
from the rejected mask,  
 
Desire is the face of passion that wants to be  
all that passion is, but bedrock passion threatens  
superficial desire, until desire rages, turning my  
attention from the essential to the roiling surface, 
  
I don’t go away from what I am, in my turbulence,  
these façades build and fall away, but to let go  
of this deceit is to stand clearly alone  
in the company of everything else. 
 
 
  



 

19 

I Speak of an Inner Landscape 
 
I speak of an inner landscape,  
no less real for seeming less real,  
  
I choose not to mistake reality  
for what we name as real,  
 
I look at a thing, that’s not a thing,  
to describe it into gentle proximity,  
so its reality can be seen,  
 
I see a doorknob, across the room, as big as  
a grapefruit, I see the head of a screw, as large  
as a saucer, I see a face, drawn larger than itself,  
until it becomes a face, not drawn, but drawn upon,  
these portraits enlarge to an arrangement of pigment, 
 
I see something within become a face, to see it  
from within, not as a fiction, crafted from our joy  
and shared pain, but to reveal itself real,  
 
My unseen self has no physical being, but this  
forensics of the unseen uncovers what may seem  
less real, until what lies beneath easy clarity,  
is lifted into recognition, I map the face  
of energy, spirit sits for its likeness,  
 
I tell the story of my flesh, to touch its source,  
so that the real inspires and informs the portrait, 
 
A mortal being, pulled from the muck,  
cleans its face to a beauty, and the beast  
of my fears becomes a creature of courage,  
 
I’m mistaken, at a distance, to think I sleep  
with demons, when I awaken among my own  
in the shape of angels. 
  



 

20 

The Second Day in Heaven  
 
The second day in heaven is same as the first day,  
without the same shock of newness. Everything dies  
on the second day, unless I let dying die with it, 
 
A father moves around the table to take his daughter’s  
picture, she turns from his light, no matter where he moves,  
her bright eyes go blank, until, unsmiling, she turns to  
the camera and grips her juice box in her tiny fist, 
 
No one’s has ever had his likeness taken, every picture is of  
someone else, tourists take pictures of each other, but no one  
captures the moment, a man’s pictures of his trip abroad fail to  
convince him he was ever there, this poem is another bright artifact, 
 
An ancient bowl in the museum, once infused with divinity, is drained  
of its sacred power, until it becomes a bowl and nothing more, I pick  
up the first day’s bowl, on this second day in my ordinary heaven,  
and the first day is gone, but not the eyes that instill the divine,  
 
When I love someone, and they go away, where does my love go? 
If love is in me, and love is who I am, why as I so quick to assume  
it’s gone? 
 
  



 

21 

Between Small Dark Towns in Illinois  
 
In a familiar room, tired of its familiarity,  
I think to think away from it, but instead, I think  
to that part of the room that has no known familiarity,  
 
More familiar than anything I know on its face,  
it fills the room with its disappearance, that takes  
the place of everything that takes place within it, 
 
My uncle came back from the slaughter of war,  
a changed man, never fully present in his life, again,  
until he was dead in a crash,  
 
He drove his car off a bridge, flew a hundred feet  
in the air, and landed in the night against a riverbank  
between small dark towns in Illinois, 
 
He was in the ice cream business, engaged to a woman  
who loved him, but life ended around him, so many times,  
in such hurtful ways, he could never become free of it,  
 
It’s not hard to believe his death was not accidental, that he  
drove his car into a room where he was finally happy to be alive. 
 
  



 

22 

The Moment of Chancy Death 
 
The random speed of war feeds the recognition  
of arbitrary death, in some lives, without cessation,  
 
The sudden, prolonged occasion of reality, insistent  
and unrelenting, comes without explanation or alternative, 
 
One man in the factory, after the war, said he was taught to kill,  
but not how to stop. He said they swept him up and threw him  
in the war, and then they threw him back out again,  
 
He said he loved his family, but he couldn’t feel that love,  
he couldn’t stop fighting, and years later, he was still fighting, 
 
Peace is time and space between separate deaths, we fill  
the space to avoid the reality, we live in the illusion of life,  
 
Between wars, in no war raging, we have the luxury  
to embrace the peace of our constant reality,  
 
Any break in war is no end to cruel awareness,  
but a place for the embrace of the enclosing reality,  
greater than our gloried occupation of destruction  
and the illusory dream of life,  
 
Some never feel more alive than when death is their  
partner, not because death is such a good dancer,  
 
It’s not death that teaches the purity of existence,  
but the absence of illusion is a better teacher,  
 
The moment of chancy death is the same as  
this prolonged presence of this exquisite reality. 
 
  



 

23 

Chronicles of Stillness 
 
When I say I’m alone, to whom do I speak,  
when by the nature of speaking, I’m not alone?  
 
We are an exchange of listeners, these words  
are the chronicles of stillness, I listen to what  
speaks within, to hear what’s difficult to say, 
  
To speak from silence reveals the effort of speaking,  
it betrays a similarity to those who speak to a meaning, 
  
I listen for the voice of listening,  
I look to see the eyes that witness,  
 
To look in the world is to look to a purpose,  
To witness, is to receive with one’s eyes,  
 
Those who pose at peace wait for their own  
self-assertion, when to witness one’s own being  
is unknown and unpredictable, but to be compelled  
by the force of one’s own being, is to live in the full 
exercise of the license of life. 
 
 
 
  



 

24 

The Calendar of Creation  
 
The sun’s glare has character, it glints and reflects,  
highlights and washes away, the hillside loses depth  
of color, burnt away in the brightest light,  
 
Points of fire mark the corners of metal roofs, people  
lower their brims and reconsider their faith in destiny, 
 
The young have time for their lives to play out,  
under the sun of destiny, but dwelling on destiny  
washes away the moment of life, draining its color,  
when destiny’s glare burns in the reflection of a mirror, 
  
A destiny, of having no destined day, opens the day to itself,  
the best destiny is hindsight, when whatever is still to come,  
will be lit by the returning sun, and nothing is named  
by the calendar of creation. 
  



 

25 

The Praise of Present Joy  
 
Displaced by change, we walk out of ourselves,  
unfamiliar with what we become, we walk  
in the ruins of who we were,  
 
Kick us out, burn us down, destroy the present as past,  
the open future is closer to the bone of who we are  
than what we’ve been or done before, 
 
A woman’s thick hair lifts in the wind around her head,  
like an island rising from the sea, she gets in her car,  
buckles up, checks the traffic and pulls out into the road,  
change hones us to our essential selves,  
 
Nothing of the certain is lost in the change of destruction,  
but some wander, lost in themselves, sometimes until death,  
 
The kindness of our greatness lives on inside us,  
we bear our losses to a painful advantage, even  
in death, that never-ending cleaner of lives,  
 
Masterpieces burn, and we invent the charred art  
of what’s burned in memory, nothing we cherish  
is more than present in the reality of our presence, 
 
However, when we celebrate what’s to come or what  
came before, even in our distraction from the greater  
reality, we let loose the praise of present joy. 
  
  
  



 

26 

My Brother Runs Near a Sunny Beach 
 
The ground is frozen solid, as if this ice  
were ancient sheathes of opaque facade,  
walking is a careful venture, getting to the car  
is an event, going in a store becomes calculated,  
arriving an accomplishment, this frigidity  
affects who we are, in how we are, 
 
My brother runs near a sunny beach,  
 
Here, my hands tighten in a grip not my own,  
I imagine I’m being frozen from within, my lyrical mind  
wants its cause to be the absence of romantic, physical love, 
 
Whatever occurs is the grist for whatever mill that grinds  
in its time, it’s been cold, for long enough, for the cold  
to become what operates in everything else,  
 
My brother runs near a sunny beach,  
 
Here, the sun is a crystalline gray, I once lived in a torment  
of desire, it was a fire I danced around and through,  
 
Now I think it could have been the summer sun  
that heated my passion, we are simple creatures,  
living the temperature of our lives. 
  



 

27 

Nostrils Flare in the Vigorous Air 
 
A mountain wind blows in the bright sun,  
a wind that gives and takes nothing from the body,  
like being near a rocky wall or glacial waters, it leaves  
the clean edge of seeing things for what they are,  
with nothing in the air to cloud the senses, 
  
Pollution creates texture of a different beauty,  
my friend drove us to a ridge above the city,  
a vast panorama spread below and beyond us,  
in a valley thick with the exhalation of millions,  
 
Look how beautiful, he said, indicating the stagnant sky  
with a sweep of his arm, the setting sun lit the crowded  
canvas of purple, red, and backlit yellow, to a conflagration  
of unnatural riches for the eye’s imagination, 
 
How beautiful is our crowded, private sky, when  
no crisp wind blows away our unmixed thoughts, 
  
In accumulated days, we thicken ourselves to a kind  
of beauty, until it’s all we see, until it’s where we see  
goodness, and even our alarms become artfully designed, 
 
Books are written, cultures defined, faces see beauty  
in their kind, what’s born of what we love bears us to  
another generation and beyond, the more we add,  
the more we claim for ourselves,  
 
Nothing within what I think I am is strange, I make  
a home in my conflicted air for everything I say I’m not, 
until there’s a bracing wind that blows in the brilliant sun,  
that takes nothing away from the mind or the body,  
 
My nostrils flare in the vigorous air, and the sky is taken  
anew, for the home of beauty, unclouded by its residue.  
 
 
 
  



 

28 

Caverns of Delicate Intricacy  
 
After a long spell of chilling cold, in the midst of a heavy fog,  
the town awoke to a sparkling scene, with every tree’s branches  
covered in a delicate white fur of frost, with trees, plants, power  
lines coated, the streets appear as caverns of delicate intricacy, 
 
There must have been a breeze that lifted the frost to these angles,  
Individual branches, coifed in white, extending a million white wings,  
and a dreary history is transformed to beauty, he dirty face of unbroken  
cold is coated with fresh white, its cheeks powdered, its charm restored,  
 
Existence has a greater endurance than my epiphanies, I blame no one  
for dragging me down to my cold condition, I retire to the familiar,  
 
To live in love’s long epiphany, is to accept the spontaneity  
of the endless unknown, a perilous perfection, the fog at night  
dulls the newly wonderful catastrophe, but its beauty remains  
in place, until the dawn brings another morning of miracles. 
 
 
  



 

29 

In Simple Grace  
 
A barefoot worker came to our rooms to clean,  
he swept the apartment with a short, natural broom, 
silent, light, and swift, in no hurry, with the movement  
of a dancer, without excess of motion, he finished the job,  
picking up the wispy debris with his fingers, 
 
Collecting the scraps of refuse, he elevated a mundane task  
to its beauty, it wasn’t watching him work or witnessing  
a performance for reward, it didn’t demean his station,  
it undefined him from caste or caricature,  
 
Lifting the detritus of our rooms with his long, narrow fingers,  
was not an act of simple grace, it was simple grace performing  
an act, it could have been any other act in its place, he was  
a man in whom grace occurred, 
  
It lifted me to wonder itself, nameless, pointless, indescribable,  
and now I’ve lessened it to details, as if it was something  
that happened, like a photograph, or words such as these,  
it might seem picturesque or the telling of another culture,  
 
One can’t claim the moment by describing it, better,  
once reminded, to forget everything but simple grace,  
without a graceful thought to take its place. 
 
  



 

30 

Beauty Accumulates to Calamity 
 
The beauty of the recent frost accumulates to calamity,  
the fog that sits in the valley begins to burden lines and  
branches, everything hangs in the balance, waiting for worse,  
 
A rancher walks his fences, clearing the frost from the electric lines,  
so his bulls won’t run the range, they hear the coyotes howling at night,  
 
Meanwhile, in the world at large, people continue to kill each other, 
we institutionalize insanity, we forbid aggression, then reward it, 
  
We elevate existence to the sacred, then debase it, we kill  
to maintain the illusion of our benevolent sanctity,  
 
An atmosphere of dull dread hangs in the air, that feels like  
a barometric prison, like the unhappiness of the molecules  
that live inside the acceptance of cruelty, that’s practiced  
in the name of what we honor,  
 
We are not threatened until the knife is at our throat,  
the prevention of assault occurs before its attempt,  
too late for the cure, we make retaliation mandatory,  
the foolishness of willfulness is circular, 
  
No one wins, when anyone thinks of winning at war,  
no one wins, in any of the wars between our selves,  
no one wins, until winning, in the losing of war,  
has no more credibility than losing does. 
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The Unfrightened Lover  
 
Winter fades to a dullness, no painter  
would come here for the light,  
 
The day wanders though itself like anonymity,  
without purpose, unchallenged, vaguely content,  
 
These are not bad days to be at peace, when peace appears  
as the absence of fervor in the quieted heart of passions, 
 
A circus strongman in a surreal, deserted country,  
seethes  with anger and frustration, until he kills a man  
who tried to love the woman he meant for himself,  
 
Any lover, in this long winter’s landscape, is at a loss,  
but not insane, love born of the spirit walks quietly,  
until it meets its similarity, 
 
The lover in my heart trims the soles  
of his shoes, until bare ground is underfoot, 
  
The heart turns to its purpose at peace, the fertility  
of peace is underestimated, when pain and conflict  
stir the mind to contemplations of pain and conflict, 
  
Peace is disguised by the show of pain and conflict,  
as if it were a cloudy region, beyond our reality,  
we ask how any good can come of such a vast nothing,  
 
The last days of winter are flat, gray, and dead to the eye,  
one can feel the ground moving out of its own way. 
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Slender Limbs 
 
My friend built a gallery in his studio, a compact room  
with a door, four walls, a few paintings; an open room,  
with slender limbs of trees across the top,  
 
To enter felt an honor, to be one to whom art is revealed,  
to stand in the company of art, like those who meet and  
begin to know one another, a room of love’s possibility, 
 
Unsettled, he wakes in the night, and performs a motion  
meditation, that takes him into the life of the body, and  
then he sleeps, until he wakes for tea with his wife,  
 
He quotes Chesterton on the sense of something  
present in the room, neither coming nor going, 
 
He squints, gapes, sprawls and jumps, he imagines a long  
room for poetry, where those who are interested in listening,  
might gather with those who speak to those who listen, 
  
He holds poems up to the light like fabric, like maps, like bones,  
like babies, like a handful of power, his movements tend toward  
dance, a piece of crumpled paper is a dance, he says something  
needs to be out of place for one to dance, something needs  
to be asleep, for one to dance well, nothing needs to be. 
 
 
 
 
  



 

33 

 
Nothing Happens in Love 
 
Nothing happens in love,  
a room is lifted from its contraries,  
to be set back down in the same place,  
transcendent, every stick of furniture the same,  
 
I see you without seeing you the way I saw you,  
I see you the way the light sees what it falls upon, 
 
The trance of love plays a surrogate for love,  
until it becomes a way of being, but being  
doesn’t need any way to be,  
 
Someone says we are love itself, and it becomes  
a paradigm of the love we define away from itself.  
The pursuit of love is a fraud for love itself, 
 
When humans woke at the dawn of reality,  
they noticed something, so they gave it a name,  
and we began to pursue what was already true,  
 
One morning, I loved, and I was loved, and nothing  
occurred, except there was something of nothing  
to call itself by the name of love. 
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No Lover No God 
 
I might wish there was a god or a lover  
in my immediate heaven, but I don’t surrender  
who I am for the absence of someone to love,  
 
All day long, all night, every day, every night,  
I don’t surrender who I am for the absence of another’s  
nearness, no lover, no god, I won’t give up what I have  
for what I don’t, when there’s nothing missing  
in what only seems missing,  
 
No god, no lover, comes to me in the night,  
no god, no lover, reassures me or promises me  
better than this, I’m left with everything I might  
imagine from them, to discover their presence,  
here, in this simplicity,  
 
I might wish there was a god or a lover, here in my  
immediate heaven, when what I imagine missing  
is only missing in my wishing for it, 
 
What’s between my reality and the reality of everything  
that’s real, is nowhere to be seen, uncalled for, undreamt of,  
and as present as the air I breathe, all day long, every night,  
no lover, no god. 
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A Passing Paradise in an Endless Sea 
 
Personality is the calcification of character, characteristics  
build on themselves, like coral islands of once-living cells,  
to make a passing paradise in an endless sea, knowing what  
goes to make this island of a life doesn’t lessen my love of it,  
 
Imagine a god who fashions a universe of painfully sharp objects  
and luscious beauty, imagine knowing it’s all come from nothing  
and will there return, one dayless day, imagine knowing that  
the source of knowing is better known when it’s unknown, 
 
A boy, one of the children of another player, as small as a  
lemur on a leafy branch, sits in the grass on the fifty-yard-line  
and sinks into its green embrace, the wind comes up so powerful,  
it changes the temperature by twenty degrees, and the boy curls  
into his own legs, another man shouts to his son, a small copy  
of himself, It’s time to go, and the boy goes running, 
 
We divine ourselves in reproduction, nothing more is needed  
to accomplish the wondrous, those who live without children  
brave the singularity of their experience, living out this common,  
ordinary divinity, without the joyful approximation of duplication. 
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The Fine Point of My Soul 
 
I’m tired, my brain is full of fumes, I swore I wouldn’t do  
anything to blunt the fine point of my soul, what Keats  
called the effect of modern society, 
  
I heard a teacher say there were no wise men in the caves  
in the mountains, that the only place to live free is here,  
in the marketplace, everywhere, 
 
Keats admired the energy of a fight in the street, below  
his window in the city, but he moved to the quiet country,  
e moved to the center of his being a poet, he gave up  
the life of his ambition and took up the life of his wonder, 
 
The closer I draw to the center, the stronger I am, in its reach,  
The farther I go from the center, the weaker I am in its reach, 
 
I run out to my fingertips, and all I feel is their whorl,  
I run deep within myself, at a fearful distance from my hands,  
and I gain their tender touch, to be human is to be an instrument,  
to be true to oneself is to become a musician, to be true to one’s  
existence is to be the wind, the air, the breath, music itself,  
 
The fine point of one’s soul is that place the music has yet to  
become a shape in sound, in the ground beneath its emergency. 
  



 

37 

Dance Across Montana 
(for Nicki Giovanni at Virginia Tech) 

 
A couple dances in Montana, her small arms go up his back,  
and her hands dance across Montana, their feet shuffle,  
in loose unison, the dance of easy lovers,  
 
She turns and walks across Montana, a wide, soft smile  
on her face, he sees the air she leaves behind, like Montana  
in his happy eyes, neither leaves the state of their union, 
 
Burnt yellow clouds lie above the ridge, the east turns to shadow,  
deep furrows darken, the hillside takes the shape of bodies reclining,  
these bodies of the earth, as close as kin, bring us to nameless love,  
the air treats everything with respect, distance doesn’t run away, 
 
Dozens die in a senseless act of rage, and in the aftermath,  
a famous poet says, We don’t know what to do, we can’t explain it,  
we will survive, we will thrive, we’re alive, and her voice rises  
above the grief that seems to fill the grievous silence, 
 
Not one to be taken down by the blows that took so many lives,  
the poet speaks for those who don’t know what to say,We’re one,  
we’re one together, we’re undone, and we begin again, rogether,  
a shout follows, like joy follows a broken heart, to fill it, once more. 
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The Ascent of the Descent 
 
Grace and gravity belong to everyone  
in the practice of our being with words, 
  
The first great leap is learning  
is learning to speak from silence,  
 
And yet poetic language stirs skepticism,  
Poets make obscure what should be easy to see,  
truth and beauty should be made more clear  
and not made more difficult to know, 
 
A tin miner approached Pablo Neruda, You must speak  
for those of us who cannot speak for ourselves, he said, 
  
Neruda didn’t know he was so needed, to speak,  
in the common language, what’s uncommon,  
the telling of the untold, the saying of the unsaid, 
 
A poet is called to go into the earth and return  
with the beauty and the truth of it, in words that  
match the ascent of the descent, in a way that molds  
the ore to the beauty of its origin, in a way that calls  
the miner to the beauty of his worth.   
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She Put Her Hand on His Head 
 
My friend spent a day with an old love,  
to make new what had never been made old,  
the years had left them unchanged in the heart,  
 
She put her hand on his head, and her touch  
erased thought from his mind, his friend was never  
not his friend, they were brief lovers, but it wasn’t  
what made them friends, and being friends didn’t  
make them lovers, they were always neither and both. 
 
A woman I barely knew, who was loving by her nature,  
put her hand on my back, and I felt the bloom of a certain  
kind of heaven, a bonding of what’s missing with what takes  
the missing away, a caring, wise old man put his hands on  
my face, and my losses were erased, across the decades,  
 
I put my hands on my own face, and my touch reminds me  
what’s in my flesh, that touches me where I am erased of  
fear and desire, in the deep love of my disappearance.  
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The Wu Li Heart 
 
The Wu Li Dancers dance ahead of their demons,  
so no demon can catch them, ith no belief in science  
or spirituality, everything is a dance,  
 
When I begin a poem, I am no poet of words,  
when I end a poem, I am no poet of words,  
 
Poet is a name I use that disappears in the using,  
yet of poetry I am its champion, I’m indifferent to it,  
yet I think there is no greater spiritual dance than a poem, 
  
Poetry is the science of thought and feeling, with no theory  
of evolution or construction, except that the good tears  
itself open in the telling, so the good is lost and found,  
in its transit from nothing to something and back again,  
 
Death is predictable, and every birth is fraught with unknowns,  
the Wu Li heart holds nothing in its hands for its demons to covet, 
 
A young man in swept-wing sunglasses, red jacket, tanned skin, 
two days stubble and windblown hair, sits at a sidewalk table,  
drinking from a cup with a lid, he turns his head, searching,  
unched over, he throws his head back, waiting, 
 
On the inside of the same window sits an older man with gray hair,  
cut and combed, white skin, with a paunch, reading the paper,  
turning pages with the practice of a lifetime, scanning for  
something of slight interest, he never looks up,  
 
We dance with our demons to ward off our demons, Wu Li  
is Chinese for Patterns of Organic Energy, My Way, Nonsense,  
I clutch my Ideas, and Enlightenment, this poetry is how I dance free  
of my demons, the clutching of ideas, and the nonsense of my way. 
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Jesus Laughed 
 
My dancing heart won’t take direction, won’t stop dancing,  
doesn’t listen to advice, all it wants to do is dance,  
 
A playful heart, in prison, is a playful heart, there’s no room  
for play in a tragic world with comedians for relief, I plunge  
deep in the heart of play, in this world of travail and respite,  
 
Struck in the side with a sword, Jesus laughed, he knew  
there was no body to be wounded, but he had sealed an  
obligation to seem to die, he had to appear to be reborn, 
in the flesh, so he cried out and continued to die,  
 
But there is no need to be born again, no one needs to do  
the impossible a second time, being born is the sleight  
of hand of existence, and an empty heart is its only  
passionate player.  
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Pictures of Home 
 
Our mother didn’t change in ninety years. she was  
expected to be what she expected herself to be,  
it drove her children to the far corners of the land, 
 
Away from home, we hang pictures of home,  
masks of peace are hung in empty halls of separation,  
 
I cry in simple joy when anything human calls itself  
home, in grief, in pain, in love and recognition,  
the farthest distance home is no distance at all,  
 
I seldom went to see my mother,  
yet I couldn’t be rid of her,  
 
When I finally went to see her,  
she had disappeared in my heart. 
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Another Man Taught by Another Man 
 
I watched a wise old man, living as a teacher,  
to see if he would betray himself as another man  
taught by another man, to believe something from  
what other men had said to each other, a long time ago,  
or if he was identical to the original moment,  
 
It’s a old, sad story, that what we teach each other  
could be held suspect, that what men tell other men  
as the unimpeachable truth, straight from the godhead,  
could be held to question,  
 
How is this not something written by a man for a man’s  
purposes, how is this not a way to separate us from our  
simple reality, claiming it as a path to our eternal reunion, 
when we are the real thing of our original reality,  
 
The wise man pointed past his teaching to my untaught origin,  
and I let go of doubt like the gray ghost of its bright reality.  
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When the Great Actor Died 
 
When the great actor died, many cried,  
they said he was a being greater than himself,  
 
There are many great actors, few great beings, so  
when something greater than a man inhabits a man,  
we want that greatness to live on in the flesh, 
  
But we are not small beings, inhabited rarely  
by something greater, we are beings of great being,  
living in the constraints of our limitations,  
 
We elevate a rare being to honor its rarity,  
to keep that rarity from becoming the common state  
of our commerce, but no man is greater than any other,  
except he opens the gates of his being for all to see,  
 
He puts himself inside a self larger than himself, and  
a force of nature opens himself to his own greater self, 
 
One man says he shall have no other gods before him.  
He says it so his ears can hear what his heart is speaking,  
 
He says it to lift the lid of god from the bowl of himself,  
so he might become what he is, within his nature,  
 
The great actor was no god, he played those conceived by  
others, his life, among those he wanted to love and those  
who loved him, was a turmoil of sometimes inept concern,  
 
He came from tragic life and begat a life no less tragic,  
but the open heart of his art unleashed the art of his being, 
 
The great actor’s eyes had the gleam of the universe,  
a fleeting glance of eternity, in the look of a moment.  
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The Old Sailor Baby 
 
His hands were small animals he couldn’t contain,  
he kept pulling them under his care, to keep them  
from being seen in their bestial vitality, they tried  
to live independent lives, like children crawling away  
from their mother, only to be pulled back again. 
 
He was an old sailor, alone in a bar, with gnarled knuckles,  
canvas skin, and eyes averted from the crowd, his was a quiet  
curse, a gentle confusion, he seemed a child in a giant body,  
 
He reminded me of my father, he reminded me of myself,  
he sat by himself at a round table, nursing a beer, we say  
nursing, when it was the beer that nursed him. 
  
Waiting behind a woman at the Goodwill, as she made her  
purchase, I held her baby’s bottle, rhe baby was full of milk,  
on the edge of sleep, heavy-lidded, like a sliding wall of earth,  
er feet were bare in the carrier, two big toes and eight tiny  
niblets of pink skin, she suckled on the nipple with less and less  
enthusiasm, her little hands let go of the bottle and fell into the air, 
 
A beautiful baby, I said to the mother, before stepping into  
the warm sun of the street, and later, while watching a movie,  
I cried, it helps my heart to cry, for any reason, for no reason,  
to be like a baby, like a man, like an old sailor baby.  
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No Idea Where to Put Her Petals 
 
In a cool room, she pulls her halter-top by the straps,  
she rubs her shoulders with the hands of crossed arms,  
she looks around, with the eyes of one who wishes she  
were engaged in some passionate activity she’s yet to name,  
 
She pulls at her clothing, like an alien, dressed by other aliens  
to mix among people, summer has come too quickly in her long  
slow winter of maturation, and now, suddenly in bloom, she’s  
got no idea where to put her petals, sweet pain in her demeanor, 
 
Passions of the body flood the confusion of will, compelled,  
in the midst of not knowing what to do, to do something,  
 
In the protocol of obsession, swamped by contraries, ridden by  
compulsions, fear is overwhelmed by a surging mindlessness, 
 
Later in life, the juggernaut of passion drives to an outlook  
above the city of one’s experience, with the engine still running,  
and a new history begins of one’s contemplation of the essential,  
 
Nothing changes in what changes everything, peace appears  
in the frantic center of swirling energy, assion recognizes its  
urgency in a calm without confusion, obsession sheds its skin,  
to expose the bones of the inevitable. 
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 A Simple Case of Retribution 
 
Cezanne says he’s looking for a good cup of coffee,  
with his hands in his pockets, his shirt around his waist,  
a straw hat and frameless glasses, his beard neatly trimmed,  
 
Cezanne’s short pants reveal stocky, muscular legs, hairy  
and tan, he seems content to be doing something mundane,  
and then his eyes darken, as if a thought intervenes, 
 
A man stands, waiting, in a short-sleeve shirt with large writing;  
Life is short. Death is sure. Sins the curse. Christ the cure,  
 
A young man sits with his young lover, looking at breasts  
he’s seen many times, ordinary ecstasy in their easy demeanor,  
the setting sun illuminates the east and builds shadows behind,  
a smudged yellow orb hangs in the haze of the horizon, 
 
Cezanne calls his child, and the boy runs around him, a firefly to a  
flame, a woman taller than trees slides by, a ship on a smooth sea, 
 
A man in a yellow shirt and green shorts, his long, sleek, black hair  
tied behind his head, skims across the tile, light and swift, and gone.  
 
I paint, until I laugh, these words come and go, sometimes  
with a weight that lightens, sometimes with a light that fades,  
sometimes with weight and light that live on their own. 
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The Music of the Blooded Air 
 
On the first hot day of the year, bugs jump out of their cocoons  
and flood the air, one could plant the fertile air and reap a harvest,  
 
Everything competes for space in what gives it life, kneaded like  
dough in muscled hands, Lightnin’ Hopkins sits on an old couch,  
across from another man, a bottle on the table between them, 
in the sweltering Texas night, the music seeps and squeezes out  
of the air, it hangs and grips the air, it cries and moans, comforts  
and caresses, it tears the air, so thick with itself, it can’t be torn, 
 
We play the music of the blooded air, in this heat, nothing  
is unique, the heat lives in what lives in the heat, in the tropics,  
there is no birth and death in mythic cycle, both are constant,  
with no separation to want metaphor, seasons don’t follow  
each other like discriminated egos, they pile on top of each 
other in the same time-warped self, 
 
Television makes it difficult to know what’s present or past,  
with everything playing at the same time, the movies started it,  
when dead actors appear alive in their images, books started it,  
when characters come alive as they once lived, myth started it,  
when those we eulogize never died and never die, we started it,  
in the life of our open minds, without borders in time,  
 
I sit where I sat, a year ago, and nothing much has changed.  
I could make a list of faces and memories, of terrible things  
happening in the world, of events predicted to be the scourge  
of the future that is now a rapidly receding memory,  
 
I am at ease in the moment of this moment, I tell myself  
to write this moment’s unwritable poem, and I laugh at  
unspeakable reality that fails to daunt the daring. 
  



 

49 

 
The Laughing Policeman 
 
I neglected my studies, painting at night, sleeping past noon,  
and when I awoke, the president had died, shot riding in a car, 
I crossed the college commons in an uncommon silence, until  
I asked a passing stranger and learned the awful news,  
 
A nation wept, that night was my first date with my future wife.  
and despite an inauspicious beginning, we both needed a companion  
for adulthood, I’ll go, if you’ll go, we held hands and jumped, 
 
Of four state cops, taking a break, one roars with laughter, it’s rare  
to hear anyone laugh with such abandon, let alone a man in uniform,  
he gurgles, coughs, cackles, giggles, hacks, and bursts with shouts,  
 
In Shakespeare class, I failed to read the assigned Hamlet, before  
a quiz, I made a joke no one else enjoyed, and later, I discovered,  
in my private reading, the prince of my own Denmark, I won’t live  
past my life, no matter my words, rhe good and bad are oft buried  
with our bones. Alas, poor Yorick, I knew him well, 
 
The laughing policeman fills his ears with his own laughter,  
as if the circle of men is laughing with him, rhe other cops,  
in dulcet tones, know how to handle the now familiar scene,  
with bemused but grim faces, they finish their lattés and leave,  
 
When the president died, the great, wide country was filled  
with the deafening silence of his death, it wafted across Iowa,  
it coated the Rockies, it quieted the waves on the coast, 
 
I thought we married because we danced well together,  
as if everything in our marriage would be as harmonious, 
I left a better partner to be with her, it became irrelevant,  
these contradictions can’t excuse or explain our existence,  
 
When Ophelia died, Gertrude cried, certain her son  
would marry the girl, if only the King hadn’t been killed,  
 
What are you reading, Polonius asks Hamlet,  
and the Prince replies, Words… words… words.  
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Chased from Fear to Fire 
 
It’s the same for a still mind to write a poem  
as it is for the newly alive to learn to speak,  
to take that first step off the edge, to walk  
in air, out and beyond one’s silent being, 
 
To begin to think, a mechanism begins,  
to speak, a noise begins, a tinnitus of the mind,  
when stillness once reverberated with peace,  
we disturb our peace to make ourselves known,  
 
Dogs bark to announce their presence, until they sleep,  
and when they awaken, they make their pronouncement,  
endlessly barking their being, we bark all day, our presence  
never assured, when those at peace need no reassurance,  
 
We teach ourselves to be insecure, we learn to communicate  
our insecurities, so we may live in fear with each other, and once  
begun, the mind chases itself from fear to fire and back again, 
 
A cultivated mind may make things of beauty and truth from  
the mind’s seeded self, but the ground was complete before  
the bloom, we ask the earth for its yield, we disturb the earth  
for what it gives us, and if we take too much, the earth seems  
infertile, and we make it so, until we allow its renewal, 
 
A practiced mind crowds itself with demands, one hand lifts  
a word, and the other hand wants to play, rhis sort of thing  
disturbs my peace, and once disturbed, it’s as if peace can be  
ignored and ought to be, until my hands drop their words, I drop  
my hands, and fisted fear falls away, silence and stillness open  
the peace within to the reality without, as it was in the beginning. 
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His Once African Face 
 
I turn from the ideal of dreams, when I stop dreaming  
of another, the dream continues, but I don’t pursue what  
continues to invite pursuit, not by the other, not by thoughts  
of the other, but by the unrelenting nature of thought itself,  
 
My imagined desire doesn’t interest me to make it what it  
doesn’t become, on this stormy night, with wind and rain,  
summer still weeks away, its advance revealed in glimpses,  
 
I sit in eternal ease, unrelated to current realities  
that live simultaneously, like sitting in the crush  
of traffic, in the ease of an unthought moment, 
  
A young woman of Mayan features sits in the complacency  
of the ancient young, until her lover arrives, and they embrace,  
his once African face shows no stress, their love fills their time  
with consequence, I am consequent to my dreamless reality,  
when I match what I am doing to what I am being, knowing  
no dream outdreams its undreamt origin. 
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Twenty Years in Silence 
 
A renowned teacher spent twenty years  
in silence, some say it was his best teaching,  
and when he began to speak, he began to be less,  
so more could learn of the stillness he knew, 
 
All teaching is set apart from what might be  
taught, speaking separates itself from what  
cannot be said, my clever tongue betrays  
its message, even as it proclaims it, 
  
A simple man, once upon a time in the past,  
before the past was invented, noticed his  
own being, and ran to tell the others,  
 
They stared at him with uncomprehending eyes,  
until he invented a tongue with marvels born,  
and enflamed hearts danced around its fire,  
 
I speak to quiet my noisy gift, to let stillness  
into my voice, until I’m still, even in my song. 
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The House Detective  
in the Hotel of Incidental Melodies  
 
The house detective sits in the shabby lobby  
of a rundown hotel, there’s little for him to do,  
except he’s a thief who steals from the guests and  
recovers enough to prove his worth, just enough 
to keep his job, which means very little to him,  
 
His room is a repository of his swag, he doesn’t care,  
he’s not interested in what he steals, only the theft,  
and then only for a moment, his satisfaction is brief, 
 
The hotel that stands in disrepair off the beaten path,  
with a shuttered nightclub on the roof, is populated by  
odd characters, and he is one of them, until, one day,  
he dies, under somewhat mysterious circumstances, 
 
Police stand over his body, discovered in the midst of his  
accumulation of artifacts, the owner of the hotel slumps  
against the wall, telling of their longtime friendship, others  
lean at the doorway, their boredom roused to a slight curiosity, 
  
One tired, metropolitan detective looks down at the crumpled body  
and says, to no one in particular, Now that’s a sad fuckin’ story, innit?  
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Down by the Banks of the River 
 
The setting sun bakes my face, and I remember the taste of gin,  
from when I drank gin, that summer in Illinois, the sun was hot, 
in the late hours of the afternoon, after work, in my room,  
in the old building, in Rock Island, down by the river, 
 
It was the summer after school, the summer before I married,  
two years before the Summer of Love in San Francisco, where  
my marriage ended, eight years later, but that summer I was still  
young enough to believe myself free of social definition, 
 
Now I sit in the sun, thinking of moving back to my adult hometown,  
called Frisco, by those who don’t live there, and the heat of the sun  
conjures images of drinking gin, in my third floor room in the quaint,  
dilapidated house in the town next to the town where I was born, 
 
The sun is blocked and then comes back, the feeling comes back with it,  
I let it bake me, like having a warm liquid poured in my body, until my body  
feels more liquid than vessel, and my thoughts and feelings turn to heat, 
 
This time, I don’t need the gin, the sun stirs the feeling I’m happy to feel,  
and it doesn’t make me want to drink, instead, I become another presence  
of heat itself, I write these stories backwards, from the image to the source,  
and then I sit in stillness, wrapped in the heat of life.  
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Kicked Back to Sand 
 
Four Tibetan monks spend a day making  
an intricate sand painting, in an airport lobby,  
their mandala protected by a ring of velvet ropes,  
until a small boy runs under the flimsy barrier  
and kicks the painting back to sand,  
 
The boy’s mother turns to see where her boy  
has gone and pulls him away, with no sign of alarm  
or regret, the monks laugh, their art is temporal,  
the boy is an agent of the temporal, like the  
attention of the mother for her son,  
 
Neither is concerned about the consequence  
of their agency, agents of the temporal run wild,  
what remains is the airport floor, the sand, and  
the earth beneath the land, beneath the sky, 
 
Sitting Bull complained to the government agent,  
they were taking the sacred lands of the Sioux for  
their own, the agent laughed, he cited the history  
of the Ojibwa, running the Sioux out of Minnesota,  
and the Sioux, running the Pawnee out of the Dakotas, 
  
You may call it spiritual, he said to the old chief,  
but it’s nothing new, and it’s certainly not sacred, 
 
The spiritual accrues to the land beneath the rampage,  
and if the climate is destroyed by our abuse, the earth will  
survive, and the folly will end, along with our temporary  
agency, no matter how sacred or profane we name it ours, 
 
The slaughter of native peoples will continue, until  
the idea itself becomes repugnant, until the recognition  
that we are all, every one of us, native to this reality, 
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So Often Away in Paradise. 
 
A poet reads her tale of William Blake’s wife, saying she  
missed her husband, he was so often away in paradise, this is  
the imagination of escape that denies the discovered reality,  
 
Blake and his wife entertained spirits at their dinner table,  
they sat naked in the backyard tree, this is the fable of  
spiritual romance, we so habitually cloth our freedom  
that our tales of it become costume dramas, 
 
Rumi wrote love poems to the Beloved, when his honest asides  
were of bare existence, but as a trained spokesman for religious  
others, it was customary for him to dress his grace in garments  
of glory, when the emperor of existence has no wardrobe,  
 
How do I admire my existence, or ours, if it’s naked  
of any form, I choose to praise everything that might be  
within its universe, in all its vast and empty wonder,  
 
This path of praise, that I encourage and allow in myself,  
is my human urge to clothe what I am, instead of showing  
its naked beauty, there is too much beauty for these rags  
in words, all I can do is dance and point to the sun. 
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How Beautiful It Is To Be Alone 
 
After the aloneness of the body, nothing  
so surprised me as the aloneness of the soul,  
 
Anything that forms a soul is alone,  
the being of the soul needs another soul,  
a companion god, to protect it from aloneness,  
 
Oneness is a truth and a deception,  
it careens in the mind, like good drugs,  
as true as last night’s drunkenness,  
 
Sobriety destroys the kindness of the illusion of  
the separated soul, there is no union for it to seek, 
the separated soul is already at home in itself, 
 
All sobriety is a toxin, as sinful and adjudicated,  
as the church runs the hiding from God,  
 
There’s nothing more terrible than being alone,  
it is the truth, how beautiful it is to be alone,  
when being alone is the opening to no thought  
of self, or the self of the soul, aloneness is  
the last gasp of the illusion of separation,  
 
How beautiful it is to be alone, how beautiful it is  
to be beyond being alone, how beautiful it is to be  
a soul, how beautiful it is to be beyond being a soul,  
 
How beautiful it is to be in life itself, I am no one  
to think myself alone, I’ve never been less alone.  
 
 


